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Ok, I'm hooked on these new games that I have found and I just have to share more information about them. You may have already heard
about them, but you may not know that they've just add A LOT of new titles for 2005! I like to get my games at Educational Learning Games
because they are discounted there and shipping is free for orders over $75. Now back to describing the Professor Noggin Card Games. They
are rated for ages 7+ and to be played with a minimum of 2 players. These games "combine trivia, true/false, and multiple choice questions
using 30 professionally illustrated cards." My family has also figured out that you can play a solitaire version, too! On the cards are TWO sets
of questions, one Easy and the other Hard. When playing, each player can choose which set of questions they want to answer. I have to admit
that I usually start with the Easy questions because I am learning right along with the kids - LOL! However, to make it more fair, I often have
the kids read me the Hard questions while I read them the Easy ones. If the player gets the answer correct, then they get to keep the card. If
their answer is incorrect, the card remains in play and is placed on the bottom of the deck. The person who has the most cards once all are gone
is the winner. The answers to the questions are on the side of the card, so one can play a solitaire version by just covering up the answers and
play a timed game ... how many can they get right in 5 minutes?  ... or how long does it take them to get all of the cards correct? The kids want
to keep improving their time so they keep playing! These games are great to keep in the car for errand-running time or they can be played
while waiting in the Dr.'s office! The kids and I always finish up our homeschool day by grabbing a title and playing for about 30 minutes. We
look forward to this time each day.

I just placed my 2nd order yesterday because there were about about 10 titles that we were wanting to add to our collection. They are only $8
each and they have won MANY awards:

- Parenting for High Potential Magazine Award with the National Association for Gifted Children, Parents' Choice Award Winner 2002, 

-Gold Award National Parenting Publications Award (NAPPA) 2003, and 

-Dr. Toy’s Best Vacation Products for 2003.


